hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Lane B ASA and I'm taking you inside KSC

after an almost seven months 300 million mile trip insight is making itself at home on the Red Planet

NASA's lander successfully touched down Monday November 26 near Mars equator during its two-year mission insight will study the planets deep interiors providing valuable science as we prepare to send astronauts to moon and later to Mars insight launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California on May 5th by the launch services program the
cst-100 Starliner with spacecraft
designed to fly astronauts to the
International Space Station in NASA's
Commercial Crew program has arrived at
the Boeing company's testing facilities
in El Segundo California the spacecraft
will undergo environmental tests
simulating different stages of flight
the star liners uncrewed orbital flight
test is targeted for this March with
Boeing's crew flight test slated for
August in the latest rocket ranch
podcast Kennedy Space Center Director
Bob Cabana discusses commanding the
space shuttle mission that pioneered Assembly of the International Space

Assembly of the International Space Station and remember spaceport magazine
digs deeper inside KSC you